
     
 
Dimensions:
 
Early Espresso 4 1/4" x 11" scored at 2 3/4" and 5 1/2" for card base.
 
Early Espresso scraps to punch the moose and label
 
Mossy Meadow 4" x 5 1/4" for inside layer
 
Mossy Meadow scrap for die cut.
 
Whisper White 2 1/2" x 4" for Birch 
 
Whisper White scraps for front greeting label
 
Directions:
 
Lay the Birch background on your work surface so that the rubber is facing up. Ink up the stamp with
the Early Espresso ink pad. Carefully lay the piece of Whisper White 2 1/2" x 4" on to the inked up
image. Lay a scrap paper on top and lightly rub to get an even image. Remove the scrap paper and
gently remove the paper from the stamp. 
 
Place the piece that is stamped with the Birch inside the Subtle Embossing Folder so that the
embossed lines go the same direction as the bark lines. Emboss it, this adds a linen texture to the
paper that makes if much more like real bark.
 
Stamp the outside greeting on the scrap of Whisper White in Early Espresso ink. Stamp the Season's
Greeting stamp for a holiday card or the Just For You to make a masculine all occasion card. Punch
out the greeting with the Timeless Label punch. From the scrap of Early Espresso, punch out the
Everyday Label punch for a layer. Adhere the greeting to the layer.
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Stamp the inside message at the top of the 4" x 5 1/4" Mossy Meadow piece in Early Espresso ink. 
 
Punch out the moose from the scrap of Early Espresso cardstock.
 
Lay the moose on the Mossy Meadow piece approximately where you would like it to be. Then ink up
the large bough from the Peaceful Bough stamp set in Early Espresso and stamp a portion of it to the
left of the moose. Then stamp a portion of the smallest branch to the right of the moose in Early
Espresso.
 
Die cut the smallest bough die from the Beautiful Boughs Dies from the scrap of Mossy Meadow.
Adhere this to the back of the layer label with a Dimensional. Add a second Dimensional to the back
of the label.
 
Fold the 4 1/4" x 11" card base like a "z". Crease well with a Bone Folder. Adhere the Birch bark
piece to the top portion and attach the label in the center. 
 
Adhere the Mossy Meadow piece inside the card (the lower portion will show when the card is
closed). Adhere the moose to the Mossy Meadow piece with 2 Dimensional.
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Peaceful Boughs Bundle (En) - 153033 
Price: $52.00
 

Birch Wood-Mount Stamp - 149259 
Price: $20.00
 

Moose Punch - 150652 
Price: $18.00
 

Everyday Label Punch - 144668 
Price: $18.00
 

Timeless Label Punch - 149516 
Price: $18.00
 

Subtle 3D Embossing Folder - 151775 
Price: $10.00
 

Early Espresso Classic Stampin' Pad - 147114 
Price: $7.50
 

Early Espresso 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 119686 
Price: $8.75
 

Mossy Meadow 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 133676 
Price: $8.75
 

Meant To Be Cling Stamp Set - 148626 
Price: $24.00
 

Stampin' Dimensionals - 104430 
Price: $4.00
 

Bone Folder - 102300 
Price: $7.00
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